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Abstract: The person localization by ultra-wideband (UWB) sensors is a challenging field
attracting researchers worldwide. Whereas the issue of the person localization in 2dimensional space (2D) has been discussed in many articles, only a few papers have been
devoted to the people localization in 3-dimensional space (3D). Combining two 3D
localization methods a new approach to the person localization in 3D can be obtained to
fill this gap. The new 3D localization method introduced in this paper is referred to as the
Taylor series based localization method (TSM). This method combines the 3D-2D method
of object localization in 3D with the conventional method of Taylor series. The
performance properties of the introduced TSM will be illustrated via the experimental
scenario intent on the through-the-wall localization of a moving person by a multistatic
UWB radar system.
Keywords: 3D localization; signal processing; target tracking; Taylor series based
localization method; UWB radar

1

Introduction

In the last decade, a great effort has been devoted to the study of ultra-wideband
(UWB) radar applications for people monitoring [1]. The analyses of performance
properties of person monitoring systems based on UWB radar (sensor) have
shown that such systems allow localize multiple moving and static persons, as
well as persons moving with a change of the character of their motion, not only
for line-of-sight (LOS) but also for non-line-of-sight (NLOS) scenarios (e.g.
localization of person situated behind of non-metallic obstacle, or localization of
person e.g. in rain, snowstorm, dust, smoke, etc. [2]). It is also well-known, due to
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fine range resolution based on time-of-arrival (TOA) measurement [3], UWB
sensors can provide object localization with high accuracy as well. Moreover,
signals transmitted by UWB radars are extremely low-power. As results, they
produce only low-level interference of narrowband communication infrastructure
and thus they can more easily coexist with such communication systems. These
and further unique properties of UWB sensors (comprehensively summarized, e.g.
in [1]) have been the impetus in the last years for relatively extensive development
of applications of UWB localization systems. Rescue and security operations,
critical infrastructures monitoring [1], [4], [5], [6], senior monitoring within their
dwellings [7], [8], baby monitoring (e.g. detection of sudden death syndrome), etc.
are just a few examples of such applications. Moreover, due to the development of
communication and sensor networks, smart-home, smart-cities, Internet of Things
and low-cost UWB sensor systems, it is expected the growth of requests for
contactless monitoring of people in the near future.
Motivated by these findings we have focused our research on moving people
monitoring (e.g. [9], [10], [11], [12], etc.) by means of UWB radars. In this area,
great attention has been devoted to the localization of persons through a vertical
wall in 2-dimensional (2D) and 3-dimensional space (3D) (e.g. [1], [13]) as well
as through-the-floor localization of persons in 3D [10] or to the localization of
persons situated behind a corner [14].
While the issue of person localization in 2D has been addressed in many articles,
people localization in 3D and localization of persons situated behind a corner has
been studied only in a few papers. In order to fill this gap, we prepared this paper
focused on person localization through a vertical wall in 3D. The method which
will be introduced in this paper is based on the estimation of the length of time
interval necessary for electromagnetic waves to travel from transmitting antenna
to a target and from the target to the radar receiving antenna. Note that this is time
interval is commonly referred to as TOA. In addition, our method will be based
also on the application of the antenna array (Fig. 1) designed in [15] containing
one transmitting antenna and four receiving antennas suitable for localizing
objects in 3D.
For the object localization based on TOA measurement for a general antenna array
lay-out several iterative and non-iterative algorithms were developed, e.g. in [16],
[17], [18]. As an example, a few algorithm such as iterative Taylor series method
[19], [20], approximate maximum likelihood methods [21], least-squares
algorithms or various localization algorithms based on target bistatic range
estimation (e.g. [10], [14], [15], [22]) could be mentioned.
The target localization in 3D by means of UWB radar can be simplified by the
application of the antenna array outlined in Fig. 1. Due to the antenna array layout,
a geometrical interpretation of the considered localization problem allows finding
the target coordinates by a simple computation of 2 intersections of 2 pairs of
ellipses as was suggested in [10], [15]. The mentioned ellipses are defined by the
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antenna array layout and estimated TOAs corresponding to the target and to
particular pairs of transmitting antenna and receiving antenna. This approach to
person localization in 3D can be interpreted as the object localization in the x-y
plane (i.e. localization in 2D) and in y-z plane (i.e. the second localization in 2D).
Then, the final target coordinates can be determined by a fusion of the results of
target localization in these two planes [10], [15]. The person localization in 3D
based on this idea which has been developed in [10] is known as the 3D-2D
method. Its simplified version introduced in [15] is sometimes referred to as
approximate 3D-2D method (A-3D-2D).
3D-2D and A-3D-2D method are simple providing quite good accuracy of person
localization. However, they do not exploit the full potential of antenna array
containing four receiving antennas. One can expect that some improvement in
terms of the localization accuracy could be achieved if some optimization
principle would be combined with the 3D-2D method or A-3D-2D method.
Following this idea originally outlined in [23], the Taylor series based localization
method is introduced in this paper. The main novelty of this method consists in the
application of the 3D-2D method or the A-3D-2D method in a combination with
the well-known Taylor series localization principle. The Taylor series based
localization method is here derived for the 3D localization with the respect the
antenna array layout according to Fig. 1. The performance properties of the Taylor
series based localization method will be examined via the experiment focused on
the through-the-wall positioning of a moving person. The comparison of the true
and the estimated tracks of the person will show that the Taylor series based
localization method can provide better accuracy of the localization in comparison
with the localization only by the 3D-2D method.
The paper is organized as follows. The problem statement concerning the
localization of a person by a multistatic UWB radar is outlined in the next section.
In Section 3, the Taylor series method based on the estimations of TOAs is
described. Then, the iterative Taylor series algorithm is introduced. Subsequently,
the performance of the Taylor series based localization method will be
demonstrated in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section.

2

System Model

Let us consider the fundamental scenario of a moving target localization by means
of a multistatic UWB radar system composed of one transmitting antenna (Tx)
and four receiving antennas (Rxs). To locate and track the target denoted as T, Tx
emits electromagnetic waves into a monitored area, they are reflected from objects
(even from T) and received by Rxs. It is assumed that the antenna configuration
and the coordinates of Tx and Rxs are fixed, known, and they are denoted as Tx =
(xt, yt, zt) and Rxi = (xi, yi, zi) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (Fig. 1). It is also assumed that all
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TOAi belonging to the ith Rx for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 have been estimated for a slow-time
instant τ as well. The estimated TOAi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the measured
round trip propagation times of the electromagnetic wave transmitted by Tx,
reflected from T and received by the ith Rx.
y
z=0

Rx2=[x2,0,0]

Rx4=[0,y4,0]

Tx=[0,0,0]
Rx1=[x1,0,0] x

Rx3=[0,y3,0]

Figure 1
The antenna array layout

The total length of the trajectory along which the electromagnetic wave
propagates from Tx to T and then from T to the ith Rx denoted as di can be
expressed as a set

di  c.TOAi , i  1, 2, 3, 4,

(1)

where c = 3×108 ms-1 is electromagnetic wave propagation velocity in the air.
Under real conditions, the distances di for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are estimated with an error
represented by the additive noise components ei. Let the unknown target
coordinates are denoted as T = (x, y, z). Then, the estimated distances di can be
modeled by the following set of the algebraic equations

di  TxT  TRxi  ei 

 x  xt 

2

  y  yt    z  zt  
2

2

 x  xi 

2

  y  yi    z  zi   ei ,
2

2

(2)

i  1, 2, 3, 4.
In these equations, TxT

and TRxi

are the Euclidean distances between the

points Tx and T and between the points T and Rxi, respectively. Note, that ei for
i=1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to the estimation errors of the length of the trajectory Tx-TRxi. The problem of the target locating lies in determining the unknown target
coordinates (x, y, z) by the solution of the set of the nonlinear equations (2).
It is well known from geometry that the ith equation of (2) is the equation of the
spheroid obtained by rotating the ellipse about one of its principal axes. This
detailed description and the corresponding mathematical formulas is beyond this
paper. Its comprehensive description can be found, e.g. in [10], [24].
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The accuracy of distance estimation di is affected by several phenomena (e.g.,
noise, multipath, non-line-of-sight (NLOS) conditions). If the distance estimation
error is additive, this results that the spheroids will not intersect at one single
point. On the other hand, if the distance estimation error is subtractive, the
spheroids may not intersect. So, the goal of the localization algorithm is to
estimate the target position as close as the true target position, even in the
presence of noisy measurements. It can be done also by the Taylor series method.

3

Taylor Series Method

Finding the location of the target requires the solving of the set of the nonlinear
equations (2) based on TOA measurements. The most straightforward method of
target position estimation is to solve a set of simultaneous equations (2). Various
iterative and non-iterative position estimation algorithms have been developed
[18], [22]. Non-iterative algorithms are simple and easy to implement compared to
the iterative algorithms, such as spherical interpolation and other least-squares
related techniques. The iterative algorithms are more complex and stop only when
some pre-defined criterion is satisfied. These include, e.g. the Taylor series
method.
The target localization by the nonlinear least-squares method based on a firstorder Taylor expansion (i.e. Taylor series method) was originally proposed for
target locating issued from one way propagation time measurements [19]. Then,
for example in [17], [26], the original Taylor series method was modified for the
target localization based on the estimations of TOAs from N receiving antennas.
The Taylor series method based on the TOA estimations (TS) applied for the
target localization in 3D according to the system model described in Section 2 can
be described as follows. Here, the set of the nonlinear equations (2) is linearized
by expanding it in a Taylor series around an initial estimate of a point. Only terms
below second order are retained. This set of equations is solved to produce a new
approximate position of the target, and the process is repeated until the stopping
criterion is satisfied.
Let us define new functions of three variables x, y, z

f i  x, y, z    x  xt    y  yt    z  zt  
2

 x  xi 

2

2

2

  y  yi    z  zi  , i  1, 2, 3, 4.
2

(3)

2

Then, the equations (3) can be rewritten by equations (2) as

f i  x, y, z   di  ei , i  1, 2, 3, 4.

(4)
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Here, ei are the estimation errors of the distances di. If x0, y0, and z0 are initial
estimates of the target coordinates, which can be obtained roughly by other
methods, then

x  x0  δ x , y  y0  δ y , z  z0  δ z ,

(5)

where δx, δy, and δz are the corresponding location errors to be determined.
According to the selected initial coordinates [x0 y0 z0]T, expanding fi in a Taylor
series and retaining the first two terms we can get

fio  ai1δ x  ai 2δ y  ai 3δ z  di  ei , i  1, 2, 3, 4,

(6)

where
f io  f i  x0 , y0 , z0  ,
ai1 

f i
x  xt x0  xi
x0 , y0 , z0  0

,
x
rt 0
ri 0

ai 2 

f i
y  yt y0  yi
x0 , y0 , z0  0

,
y
rt 0
ri 0

ai 3 

f i
z  zt z 0  z i
x0 , y0 , z0  0

,
z
rt 0
ri 0

rt 0 

 x  xt 

2

  y  yt    z  zt  ,

ri 0 

 x  xi 

2

  y  yi    z  zi  .

2

2

2

2

Equation (6) can be rewritten in the matrix form as

Aδ  D  e,

(7)

where
 a11
a
A   21
 a31

 a41

a12
a22
a32
a42

a13 
 d1 
δ x 
d 
a23 
, δ  δ y  , D   2
 d3 
a33 
δ z 


a43 
d4 

f10 
 e1 
e 
f 20 
, e   2 .
 e3 
f 30 

 
f 40 
e4 

From equation (7) by using the least-square algorithm, the least-square solution of
δ is
1

δ   AT A AT D.

(8)

Given the initial estimations of the target coordinates [x0 y0 z0]T, the unknown
values of location errors δ can be determined by (8). Then the estimations of the
target coordinates are updated according to the expression
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y0  δ y

T

z0  δ z  .

(9)

The computation of the target coordinates [x0 y0 z0]T according to (9) is repeated
until δ

is sufficiently small, i.e. δ  ε , where δ  δ x2  δ y2  δ z2 denotes

Euclidean norm of δ and ε is the small positive number.

4

Taylor Series Algorithm

In the previous section, a basic principle of TS has been described. To reduce the
errors of the estimated target positions emergent by the noise measurements of
TOAs, TS can be considered as an iterative method of solution of (2). Then, the
target localization employing TS can be implemented by using the following
iteration algorithm referred to as the Taylor series algorithm:
Step 0:
To solve the equation group (2), Taylor series algorithm requires an initial target
position. In this step, a reference estimate of the target coordinates denoted as T0 =
(x0, y0, z0) is obtained by using the 3D-2D method or the A-3D-2D method [15].
Note, that it is not a priori known if TOAs are or are not perfectly estimated.
Step n:
In this step, the nth iteration of the solution of equations (2) is done for n = 1, 2,
…, N.
The unknown coordinates of the person (target) in the nth iteration are estimated
from the non-linear equations (2) that are linearized by the Taylor series
expansion around the point Tn-1 = (xn-1, yn-1, zn-1). The point Tn-1 = (xn-1, yn-1, zn-1) is
the estimate of the person position in the (n-1)th iteration.
The group of the linear equations written in the matrix form (7) is repeatedly
solved by the least-squares method at each iteration to refind a new estimate of the
target coordinates denoted as Tn = (xn, yn, zn) by equation (8). For the updated
estimate of the person position its new coordinates are refined according to
xn  xn1  δ x,n , yn  yn1  δ y,n , and zn  zn1  δ z,n .
T

The parameter δ n  δ x , n δ y , n δ z , n  express a localization error in the nth
iteration. It is obtained as the least-squares solution of (7) by (8). Here, it is used
to control the iteration process of solution (2) as follows:
a) If the Euclidean norms fulfill the condition δ n 1  δ n , the iteration
process is divergent. The iterative process ends and the final person
position in the slow-time instant τ is T=Tn-1 = (xn-1, yn-1, zn-1).
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b) If the Euclidean norms fulfill the conditions δ n 1  δ n and δ n  ε ,
the iterating process is convergent. Note, ε is a small positive number
controlling the iteration process. Then, the looking for the solution of (2)
will continue by the (n+1)th iteration.
c) If inequations

δ n 1  δ n

and

δ n  ε are fulfilled, the iterating

process ends. The final person coordinates in the slow-time instant τ are
T=Tn= (xn, yn, zn).
d) Alternatively to (c), the iteration process ends if n = N, where N is the
preset maximum allowed number of iteration. Then, the final estimation
of person positions in the slow-time instant τ is T=TN=(xN, yN, zN).
The iteration algorithm of the solution of the system model (2) described herein
will be referred to the Taylor series based localization method (TSM).

5

Experimental Results

To illustrate and validate performance properties of TSM, a scenario of the
moving person localization in 3D (in the next referred to as the experimental
scenario) will be analyzed. This scenario is outlined in Fig. 2. It is focused on the
through-the-wall tracking of a person moving behind the brick wall with a
thickness of 0.2 m. The person to be localized was walking on the stairs (Fig. 3) at
an approximately constant speed from the position P1, through the positions P2,
P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, up to the position P8 (Fig. 2).
Table 1
The basic parameters of the UWB radar system

Radar type
M-sequence order
System clock frequency
Operation bandwidth
Length of impulse responses
Radar range resolution
Unambiguous range
Transmitted power
Radar configuration
Antenna spacing
Antenna type

M-sequence UWB radar
12
7 GHz
DC – 3 GHz
4095 samples spread over 585 ns
0.01 m
137 m
1 mW
One Tx and four Rxs
0.39 m
Horn open

The person was monitored by the M-sequence UWB radar system [1] equipped
with one Tx and four Rxs depicted in Fig. 4. The parameters of the radar are stated
in Table 1. The five double-ridged horn antennas have been placed on the wall
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forming a wall-to-air interface. The antenna array layout is shown in Fig. 1. The
distance between Tx and Rxs has been 0.39 m, Tx has been located in the middle
between four Rxs. For the target positioning in 2D, the antenna array with an
appropriate layout of one Tx and two Rxs is sufficient. The antenna array
consisting of Tx, Rx1, and Rx2 has been located on the x-axis Such an antenna
array should be enough for the localization of a target in the x-y plane (in 2D).
Similarly, the antenna array consisting of Tx, Rx3 and Rx4 located on the axis y
should be enough for the localization of a target in the y plane (in 2D). The
antenna array consisting of Tx and four Rxs arranged according to Fig. 1 is proper
for 3D localization.

Figure 2
The scheme of measurement with the positions of antennas and the reference positions

Figure 4
The measurement apparatus, M-sequence
UWB radar system located behind the wall

Figure 3
The monitored area
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To locate and track a moving target, Tx emitted electromagnetic waves into a
monitored area, they were reflected from objects (even from the target) and
received by Rxs. The raw radar signals retrieved from the radar system can be
interpreted as a set of impulse responses of the surrounding through which the
electromagnetic waves spread. The set of impulse responses is referred to as
radargram [1], [13]. Then, the target positions and its track in the monitored area
can be obtained by the sequential processing of particular impulse responses of
radargram.
The processing of the radar signals for moving person localization [13], [24],
consists of the set of phases responsible for the elimination of stationary clutter
(methods of background subtraction), the decision about the target presenc or
absence (methods of detection), the estimation and association of distances from
the same target (methods of TOA estimation), the wall effect compensation (if
target detection and tracking by UWB radar is realized through the walls with
known thickness and relative permittivity of the wall), the estimation of target
positions (methods of localization) and finally the monitoring of target motion
over time (methods of tracking). Here, the exponential averaging method [27],
CFAR detector [28], [29], trace connection method [11], trace correction of the
first kind [30], the 3D-2D method [15], and multiple target tracking system (MTT)
[13], [27], [31] have been applied for the background subtraction, target detection,
TOA estimation, wall effect compensation, target localization, and target tracking,
respectively. The detailed description of the particular phases of radar signal
processing together with the corresponding mathematical formulas is beyond this
paper. Its comprehensive description can be found, e.g. in [13], [24].
By using the above-mentioned procedure for radar signal processing, the TOAs
corresponding the target have been obtained for every slow-time instant τ. Then,
the positions of the target in the monitored area have been determined by the 3D2D method. The obtained results of the localization phase are depicted in Fig. 5.
These by the 3D-2D method given target coordinates have been used as the initial
estimates for the target positioning by TSM. Finally, the target coordinates have
been refound by TSM. By the TSM achieved results are depicted in Fig. 7. The
projections of the estimated person coordinates into the x-y plane are illustrated in
Fig. 6 and 8.
The last phase of the radar signal processing procedure applied to target positions
estimated by the localization method is target tracking. It allows improving the
robustness and precision of the target coordinates estimations based on its
foregoing positions. Here, the target tracking by MTT has been employed. The
person tracks estimated by MTT for the 3D-2D method and TSM are depicted in
Fig. 9 and 11, respectively. The projections of the estimated positions of the
person into the x-y plane are illustrated in Fig. 10 and 12, respectively.
Since the real width of the person is non-zero and the resolution of the radar used
for measurement is approximately 0.01 m, the alternative form of the visualization
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of the target position estimation accuracy is shown in Fig. 5-12. In these figures,
the yellow cuboids and parallelepipeds, or rectangles in the projection into the x-y
plane, are outlined. The part of the monitored area bordered by these shapes,
where the true track of the person is located, can be referred to as a region of the
true positions of the person. The width of this region is set to 1 m, its height is set
to 1.8 m. It corresponds approximately to the effective size of a human body.
The analyses of the results presented in Fig. 9 – 12 show, that the estimated tracks
have kept the direction of the target movement very-well. The tracks estimated by
TSM and MTT is better than that of the trajectory estimated by MTT coming out
of the positions estimated by the 3D-2D method. This improvement is observable
especially in these segments of the tracks in which the person was changing the
direction of their motion. This performance of TSM over the 3D-2D method is
reached at the cost of its higher complexity in comparison with the 3D-2D
method.

Figure 5
Person positions estimated by the 3D-2D method
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Figure 6
Person positions estimated by the 3D-2D method: the projection into x-y plane

Figure 7
Person positions estimated by TSM
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Figure 8
Person positions estimated by TSM: the projection into x-y plane

Figure 9
Person track estimated by the 3D-2D method and MTT
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Figure 10
Person track estimated by the 3D-2D method and MTT: the projection into x-y plane

Figure 11
Person track estimated by TSM and MTT
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Figure 12
Person track estimated by TSM and MTT: the projection into x-y plane

Conclusions
In this article, the problem of the 3D localization of a moving person using Msequence UWB radar for NLOS scenario has been studied. As has been shown in
[10] and [15], for the moving person localization in 3D, the 3D-2D method [10] or
its approximation [15] can be used. The advantage of these approaches consists on
one hand in the simplicity of the mathematical solution of (2), and on the other
hand, what is perhaps more interesting that all methods developed for the target
localization in 2D can be applied for the target localization in 3D. Unfortunately,
3D-2D method and its approximation are capable of providing only a very rough
approximation of the solution of (2). This finding including experimental
experiences has motivated us to connect the 3D-2D method with a well-known
iterative TS method [16]. In this concept, the 3D-2D method is used for the
estimation of an initial solution of (2), and the TS method can provide an
additional improvement of the target localization accuracy. As a result, the TS
algorithm has been introduced in this paper as a novel approach to person
localization in 3D. Moreover, the accuracy of person localization in 3D by the TS
algorithm has been further improved by the implementation of target tracking in
3D. The experimental results obtained for through-the-wall localization of a single
moving person has confirmed our assumptions that the TS algorithm can provide
the reliable estimations of the person positions even in a complex environment.
Therefore, we believe that the TS algorithm could be an interesting and successful
member of the family of the algorithms to be applied for the person monitoring in
3D using UWB sensors.
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In our opinion, the TS method and TS algorithms represent a universal approach
to object localization in 3D based on TOA measurement. Therefore, they can be
applied not only for person monitoring but also for localization of other moving
objects. The state-of-the-art in the field of localization algorithm exploitation
indicates that, e.g. the field of robotics could be considered the very perspective
from this point of view. The localization method could be employed, e.g. for
monitoring a robot environment (e.g. [32]) or for monitoring robot itself (e.g.
[33]). We also believe, the method developed in this paper could be applied, e.g.
in the field of robot posing or for the solution of a problem of simultaneous
localization and mapping (SLAM), where the robot must simultaneously map the
environment and locate itself (e.g. [34], [35], [35], [37]).
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